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LINCOLN PARK: Preferred concept - Plan
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Project No: L1706

FUTURE SHADE SAIL
Possible future shade sail, pending funding

TRIPLE SWING
Includes Basket, toddler seat and strap seat
Rubber softfall for accessibility and wear

INCLUSIVE SPINAROUND
Rubber softfall for wear and accessibility

TODDLER MULTIPLAY
Toddler specific slide, climb, shop front combination

PICNIC SHELTER
Picnic shelter with accessible picnic setting

seat with back & armrests in shade of new tree

Recycled concrete blocks for informal seating & play

1.5m wide concrete loop path

6m CLIMBING NET & 1.8m SLIDE
Climbing net & slide may be one combined unit or separate pieces
Bark chip softfall
Blocks placed for informal seating

Sandstone blocks retaining edges if required to create level playground areas

EXISTING TREES
Existing trees to be retained and protected
Existing BMX track to be retained

MOST POPULAR COLOURS
GREEN
BLUE
YELLOW
With pops of Orange, Purple & Pink

Note:
CONCEPT IS INDICATIVE. FINAL LAYOUT MAY CHANGE DEPENDING ON PLAY EQUIPMENT SUPPLIER